Need Some Help With Line
Cleaning Chemicals?

b

You Need A
Beer Line Cleaner Guide

Purple Beer Line Cleaner.
Is a blend of caustic, water softening
agents and chlorine with a special
chemical that gives it a purple colour.
Some people may prefer to use Purple
Line Cleaners because it is easier to see,
indicating that your dispense lines are
full of cleaning solution. This helps to
prevent accidental spillage or people
drinking it.
Purple Beer Line Cleaners will also
change colour to grey/blue or yellow in
lines that contains deposits of yeast and
b is very
bacteria which indicates the line
dirty.

Prosan Plus is
our purple
line cleaner

Clear Beer Line Cleaner.
These are very similar to Purple Line
Cleaners but can be made to be more
concentrated (Also called Heavy Duty).
At Proton our clear line cleaner was
designed for customers who are having
issues with line hygiene or live in very
hard water areas.

Protinate is
our Heavy
Duty clear
line cleaner

When using Clear Line Cleaners you
should use special test strips to detect if
your lines contain cleaning solution, if
there is line cleaning solution present
they will turn a bright pink.

Beer Line Cleaner
Do’s
Read all the instructions carefully before you start cleaning.
Clean dispense lines at intervals recommended by the brewery.
Follow all the instructions properly to ensure a full clean of the lines.
Ensure the cleaning vessel is empty and clean before you start.
Only use the recommended dosage rate of beer line cleaner.
Avoid contact with your skin and eyes.

Wear appropriate safety clothing, especially gloves and eye protection.
Only use plastic cleaning vessels.
Store safely away from customers, especially children.
Store in a cool place away from direct sunlight.
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and Don’ts
Put in any other bottle or storage container.
Use hot or warm water.

Leave in dispense lines for longer than recommended.
Mix with any other chemical especially acids.
Use in any metal containers.
Use more than the recommended amount to clean.
Use for anything other than cleaning dispense lines.

Store in the same area as acid cleaners.

To Download a Line Cleaning Wallchart Visit Us at
www.proton-group.co.uk/page.php?id=813

For more information contact:
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